Introduction.
In this paper we shall consider solutions of the equation dUit) (1) -^-= Ait)Uit), 17(0) = /, at where A and U are linear operators, and / is the identity operator. Our results will be applicable when the operator A it) can be written as m ■^ it) -S aiit)Xi, m finite, ;=i where the a,-(i) are scalar functions of t, and the operators Xf are independent of t. It is further required that the Lie algebra £ generated by the X< under the commutator product [X{, X¡]=XíXj -XjXi be of finite dimension /. The above is, of course, always true if A (and U) are finite matrix operators.
In 1954, W. Magnus [4] proved that if Xu X2, • • • , X¡ is a basis for £, then the solution of (1) can be expressed in the form /7(f) = exp(2í=i giit)Xi). This representation of U holds, however, only in a neighborhood of the origin. It has been shown by J. Mariani and W. Magnus [3] that even in the case of 2X2 matrices a global version of Magnus' result cannot be obtained without severe restrictions on Ait).
We will show that if U is a solution of (1), it can be represented in the form (2) U(t) =n«*P (!<(<)*<).
1=1
This representation is global for all solvable Lie algebras, and for any real 2X2 system of equations.
The form (2) derives its principal utility from the fact that insight into the properties of t/(£) can be gained through a knowledge of the spectral properties of the individual operators X<. Since the Xi's are constant, and often have simple physical interpretations, one has a good chance of obtaining their spectral properties.
Preliminaries.
In the sequel it will be convenient to refer to the independent variable as "time."
Suppose the linear operator A it) can be expressed in the form m (3) Ait) = Z aiiOXi, m finite, ¿=i where the a¿(í) are scalar functions of time, and Xi, A2, • • • , Xm are time-independent operators. If m is chosen as small as possible, the A.'s will be linearly independent. We shall denote by R the associative algebra generated by Xi, X2, ■ ■ ■ , Xm over the field of complex numbers; and by £ the Lie algebra generated by Xx, • • • , Xm under the commutator product [Xit X¡]=XíXj -XjXí, i.e., the Lie elements of R. R may be infinite-dimensional, but we shall assume that £ is of finite dimension /.
We will require the following two lemmas.
(i) (Baker-Hausdorff). //, x, yE£, then exye~xE£, and is given by the explicit formula Proof. Repeated application of the previous lemma shows that the left-hand side of (6) is in £, and hence can be written as a linear combination of Xi to Xi as asserted. It remains to show that the £¡u are analytic. It is sufficient to prove the result for r=l since an analytic function of an analytic function is again analytic. For r = 1 we have from (4) exp ( IEtiV--I =wf.
Since (lM)"/n\ is the general term of a convergent series the lemma is proved.
3. The local theorem. 
where the g,(/) are scalar functions of time. Moreover, the g,(t) satisfy a set of differential equations which depend only on the Lie algebra £, and the Oiit)'s.
Proof. The representation (9) is immediate from the Magnus representation via the second canonical coordinate system. We will, however, prove this fact again in the course of deriving the differential equations satisfied by the g,(t).
First note that we might just as well write Ait) = 23'= i Oi(t)Xi instead of Ait)= 2™i Oiit)Xi by simply setting at(t) =0 for i>m. Note also that at time t = 0, U(0) =1 is in the form (9) with all gi(t) = 0. Now let U be of the form (9). Since (10)
We obtain upon substitution of (10) Application of Lemma (ii) to the terms on the right of equation (11) yields (12) Zakit)Xk= ZZgiiDhiXk-
Since the operators Xk are linearly independent we have a linear relation between the akQ) and the &'(i). The elements £A; of the transform matrix £ are analytic functions of the g/s.
(13)
Since the £« are analytic functions of g, we have that the determinant A of £ is an analytic function of g. We also know that at t = 0, ¡-= 1, and hence A(0)?i0. These two facts show that there must exist a neighborhood A0 of t = 0 in which A 5^0, i.e., in which £ is invertible.
We can thus write (13) in the form (14) 7=/(«) = ry g(o) = o, ten0.
at Since £-1 is analytic in No, we are assured of a neighborhood of t = 0 in which the solution of (14) exists and is unique. This completes the proof of the theorem. Since (Y['i-\ expigjadXj))Xi= Et-i hiXk= Zt-t £k<Xk, we have that ki = 0 for i>k. It is clear that £*, depends only on g¡ with j<k; thus system £g'=a is in triangular form. To show that £g' = a has a solution for all t lor which ait) is continuous, it is sufficient to prove that the diagonal elements £,-< never vanish. We shall show that £"■ = expiZij~i gilji)-This is readily seen since, by use of Lemma (i), one finds that expigi-iadXi-i)Xi = Xi + gi-xyi-i,iXi + terms in 7i+i and compute the corresponding £ matrix, we find that |£| =cos g2. Hence £ is not invertible for all time, and the representation is not global. We get the same result for any ordering of the above basis.
Example 2. This example shows that even if £ is invertible for all time, the representation by a product of exponentials need not be global. Let dU/dt = A U with A continuous for 0ÚK °°. an= -a22, and "I
•6 -4" 5 6.
for 0 ^ I < 1.
The Lie algebra generated by A is the same as that given in the example of §3. If we assume a solution of the form [/=exp(gii/)exp (g2£) exp(g3F)> we find that for 0^/<l, e"i = cosh 4i-(3/2) sinh At. Thus, gi(i) = -oo at t = (1/8) In 5, and the representation is not global. In this example | £ | = 1 so that £ is always invertible.
The next example is interesting enough to state as a theorem. If dU/dt = AU, where A generates £= {Xu • ■ ■ , X¡}, then we may consider the representation U= JJ exp(g¿X¿) as a transformation of coordinates. In order that the above representation be global, it is clearly necessary and sufficient that (a) the mapping of the Lie algebra £ to the solution space of dU/dt = A U is onto, and (b) the Jacobian, JiU/g), of the transformation has rank I for all time. The second condition is fairly easy to investigate. Bx is just the ¿¡-matrix for the algebra L2, and since ¿2 is solvable, Fi, • • • , F" can be chosen so that Bx is nonsingular.
